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CAST

SPEAKER Used FESTIVAL/FLITE VOICES
ANNOUNCER ! # awb - male, Scottish accent



1.

SFX: HARPGLISS1

2

ANNOUNCER:3

Welcome to the game.4

SFX: HARPGLISS5

6

MUSIC: OFFTOSEETHEWIZARD7

8

SFX: SLEEP(144)9

10

SFX: HARPGLISS11

12

ANNOUNCER:13

You are walking down a yellow brick road

under a clear blue sky. To your left

is a dense forest of trees and to your

right is an large, mountain. Do you go

into the forest or climb the mountain?

14

MUSIC: VALLEYHIGH15

16

SFX: SLEEP(140)17

18

SFX: HARPGLISS19

20

ANNOUNCER:21

For those who climbed the mountain, you

now see a cave to your left. To your

right is a path leading down into a

green valley.

22



2.

ANNOUNCER:1

Do you explore the cave or go down into

the valley?
2

MUSIC: MOONRIVER3

4

SFX: SLEEP(167)5

6

SFX: HARPGLISS7

8

ANNOUNCER:9

For those who took the path into the

valley, you now see before you a two

roads. One goes to a river with a

rickety foot bridge across it and the

other goes into a small village.

10

ANNOUNCER:11

Do you cross the river or do you go into

the village?
12

MUSIC: THISMOUNTAIN13

14

SFX: SLEEP(142)15

16

SFX: HARPGLISS17

18

ANNOUNCER:19

If you crossed the river, then before

you lies another mountain. Further down

along the riverbank is small group of

people in an encampment.
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3.

ANNOUNCER:1

Do you climb the next mountain or do you

go over to the group of people and try

to make friends?

2

MUSIC: BLACKBETTY3

4

SFX: SLEEP(147)5

6

SFX: HARPGLISS7

8

ANNOUNCER:9

If you climbed the mountain, then at

the top you see a black statue that

has the word Betty carved on the base.

At the foot of the stature is a gold

spoon. Beyond the statue is another

trail leading down into another village.

10

ANNOUNCER:11

Do you take the golden spoon and go down

the mountain to the next village or do

you turn around and go back down the

mountain?

12

MUSIC: EXTRO13

14

ANNOUNCER:15

For those that took the gold spoon

and went down the mountain to the next

village, you’re rich, safe and a winner.

The rest of you are either lost or dead.
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4.

ANNOUNCER:1

Well, that is the end of our game. We

hope you enjoyed it. Please join us

again next time for another of Amanda’s

Adventures with Music.

2

MUSIC: EXTRO3

4

Fini5


